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Abstract

Purpose – This paper aims to investigate the integration of a quantity surveyor (QS) role and practice within the building information modelling (BIM) process to enable better implementation of five-dimensional building information modelling (5D BIM) (D is a result of the data/information dimension integrated in a BIM model). It proposes the use of a “level of development and level of detail” to provide a structured approach for QSs’ integration within the BIM process for an improved implementation of 5D BIM.

Design/methodology/approach – This paper uses semi-structured interviews with QSs from academic and industry in the UK. A total of 20 face-to-face semi-structured interviews were conducted with two groups (industrial and academic) of ten participants from the West Midlands region in the UK. The interview questions have focussed on gaining perspectives on BIM, BIM and government protocols for the QS profession, expectations and challenges when implementing 5D BIM.

Findings – The findings show that BIM is perceived differently, and limitation of information obtained from the 3D models in BIM reduce the reliability of 5D BIM for QSs and implementing of 5D BIM needs an understanding of BIM workflow and information requirements.

Research limitations/implications – Although the findings reveal many of the complexities that face QSs within the BIM process and the shortfalls of 5D BIM technology, the results may lack generalisation. Thus, future research seeks to test the proposed framework further.

Practical implications – This paper elicits implications of shortfalls that impact the implementation of 5D BIM technology and the complexities that face QSs within the BIM process.

Originality/value – This paper reveals the need to understand the process of integrating stakeholders and their information requirements for better implementation of technologies within BIM.
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Introduction

With its capabilities and momentum, building information modelling (BIM) started to gain more presence within the construction industry. BIM has enabled many issues to be resolved especially with relation to management of information when compared to the traditional processes (Smith, 2014). Information within BIM are commonly described in dimensions (Ds) such as 4D (time), 5D (cost), 6D (facility management), 7D (sustainability)
where each D is a result of the data/information dimension integrated in a BIM model (Eastman et al., 2010). According to Aouad et al. (2007), BIM supports quick automation of cost schedules such as bill of quantities (BOQ). Davidson (2009) suggests that cost analysis can be extracted at any stage, which is referred to as five-dimensional building information modelling (5D BIM) technology. As described by Smith (2014), 5D BIM is considered as an essential part of the BIM integrated project delivery approach. Thus, requiring both different ways of thinking (RICS, 2011) and more importantly, the involvement of stakeholders (Mitchell, 2012; Muzvimwe, 2011) that contribute towards the usefulness of this new approach. Many research efforts have looked into the application of 5D BIM indicating its benefits (Wong et al., 2011; Cheunga et al., 2012; Frei et al., 2013), but few have looked into its challenges (Wu et al., 2014; Luth et al., 2014) and the role of quantity surveyors (QSs) (Smith, 2016) within the process of developing 5D BIM. In other words, the main gap lies in understanding the flow of data/information following the creation of 3D models by designers, and where shortfalls potentially occur prior to the application of 5D BIM based on the QSs’ perspective. It is anticipated that an understanding of these potential issues will contribute towards more solidified approach for cost-related considerations and more importantly, emphasise the role of QSs more explicitly during the 5D BIM development process. Simultaneously, as BIM started to position itself within the curriculum of many construction-related programmes (e.g. construction management and quantity surveying), it is important to go beyond practice to take into consideration academia. This research seeks to investigate the application of 5D BIM from QSs’ perspectives, taking in consideration those from both industry and academia. This requires revising of the QS-related practice and highlighting BIM benefits and challenges for QSs.

**Quantity surveying: practice and challenges**

The roles and functions of QS operating in the traditional environment have been recognised as estimating and cost planning, procurement advice, measurement, preparation of BOQ and tender documentation, cost control, preparing valuations, payments, contractual claims and final accounts (Ashworth and Hogg, 2007). For QSs, the early cost estimates are their first involvement with construction projects where they assess designers’ designs in terms of costs (Raisbeck and Aibinu, 2010). Nowadays, QSs use a set of rules and guidelines for measuring and pricing building works such as standard method of measurement (Wu et al., 2014) and new rules of measurement (NRM), which consists of three volumes (RICS, 2014; Ashworth et al., 2014). Some QS describe measurement and quantification as a process in converting construction drawings into words and numbers in accordance with a set rule of measurement (McDonnell, 2010). The procedure in generating quantities is based on the observation of drawings; it should be noted that the quality of drawings plays a major part in achieving accurate estimates (Elbeltagi, 2016).

As professionals, QSs face numerous challenges, which often arise during the design stage. A survey undertaken in New Zealand suggested that poor quality of design documentation is one of the key challenges encountered by QSs. Design drawings and specifications were in conflict, containing errors and lacking sufficient details to provide accurate cost advice (O’Brien, 2015; RICS, 2014). Buildability issues also arise from designs that are too complex, which may lead to constructability problems. This is mainly due to the lack of understanding by designers regarding the way in which buildings are constructed in practice. The survey concluded with a recommendation that multi-disciplinary and collaborative approaches are required to rectify these issues (O’Brien, 2015). Elbeltagi (2016) suggests that the quality of drawings plays a major role towards achieving accurate estimates. Another issue is the time-consuming process when executing quantity take offs
(QTOs), as it requires detailed examination of measurements (Lee et al., 2005). This becomes more challenging on projects where large amounts of drawings need observing and analysing, especially when frequent changes are required, resulting in inaccuracies in estimates (RICS, 2014). In many instances, manual take-off may result in human error and even after measurements have been altered there is still no assurance they are correct (Monteiro and Martins, 2013). The introduction of technology has proved to be effective in the construction industry by serving as veritable tools that allows the QS to perform a wide range of its function effectively and efficiently. Some of these applications are CATO, master bill, QSPro, conquest and other bespoke packages, which are based on Excel and developed in-house (Ashworth et al., 2014).

Building information modelling for quantity surveyors: five-dimensional building information modelling application outputs

BIM provides an IT enabled approach where all disciplines can collaboratively share and work effectively (Bryde et al., 2012; Pittard and Sell, 2016). It supports providing a smooth flow of information throughout the phases of a construction project; equally the improved collaboration between stakeholders enables quick and easy information transfer by combining the work of different disciplines within a centralised model (Grillo and Jardim-Goncalves, 2010). According to Smith (2016), BIM allows QSs to spend more time in providing knowledge and expertise to the project team as the time taken to generate quantities is significantly reduced. Muzvimwe (2011) stated that BIM raises the value of QS services by offering the ability to envision, simulate and explore the impact of different design and construction scenarios through the integration of cost data, quantities and project programmes within a BIM model. For example, clients will be able to understand and appreciate the effect different design changes will have on the project programme and budget.

In BIM, integrating the cost element is represented by the fifth dimension, which for many firms, can be recognised as a competitive approach towards cost management (Smith, 2014). BIM offers the ability for QSs to take-off, count and measure directly from a regularly updated model through 5D BIM applications by linking the model to estimating software (Haque and Mishra, 2007). With the tedious task of quantification in some sense being automated and effortless, it allows QS to pay attention to and provide expertise on other project-specific factors, e.g. factorising risk and generating pricing (Autodesk, 2007). There are many research efforts that looked into 5D BIM and how it supports the role of a project cost manager (Wong et al., 2011; Cheung et al., 2012; Frei et al., 2013). Although the primary benefits of 5D BIM are towards cost and schedule estimation (Sattineni and Macdonald, 2014; Vicosoftware, 2007), its potentials can be much further. For example, Kim and Grobler (2013) suggested a way to analyse cash flows through the use of automated processes, which includes QTO, scheduling and cost estimating. Additionally, operational and lifecycle costs could also be analysed and appreciated before the building is built using collaborative procedures, which in turn, can lead to cost savings (Luth et al., 2014).

The above studies along with other recent ones (Chan et al., 2018; Alhasan et al., 2017) have invested major efforts in outlining how 5D BIM can benefit cost managers/QSs, which can be considered as the “outputs” from 5D BIM applications. However, these studies did not shed the light on the potential issues that occur as a result of the data/information used prior to the 5D BIM applications. This is because, majority of (if not all) 5D BIM applications use 3D models (Frei et al., 2013) developed by the designers to generate outputs (e.g. QTOs, bills, etc.), but the role of QSs do not seem to be well-defined during the pre-5D BIM application process in terms of outlining the data/information required. In other words, these
Building information modelling for quantity surveyors: pre-five-dimensional building information modelling process challenges

Design detail

The accuracy and quality of BIM-based estimates depends on the extent to which the project has been defined to the QS (McCuen, 2009). One of the main issues encountered by QSs in the BIM environment is the lack of information presented within BIM models. This is primarily arise from the representations (2D representations or 3D models) created by the designers. This is because QSs are only able to cost what they have been presented with, it is very important that BIM models contain the information required by a QS to form accurate estimates. Architects and other design consultants are unwilling to provide full details of their BIM model due to the potential liability of the designer (Smith, 2016). The Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors (RICS) has also highlighted that one of the initial tasks for QS is to analyse the BIM model for accuracy and information richness; however, on many occasions it has been reported that the model does not contain the required information to assist with model-based measurement and QTOs (Smith, 2016). This issue has also been identified by Stanley and Thurnell (2013) who stated that inadequate detail and missing information within BIM models results in design errors and inaccurate estimates. Furthermore, BIM software products are producing inadequate design information required for cost estimating purposes. However, it is important to note that designers should avoid including information as they wish due to the fact that inappropriate information could lead to incorrect decision-making and unrealistic project estimates (Sabol, 2008). Wu et al. (2014) suggested that BIM models that do not contain the information that QS require to perform accurate cost estimates can lead to difficulties in managing and searching for required information within the model. Thus, it is crucial to initially identify information requirements to assist the cost estimation process.

Standardisation

The quantities extracted from BIM models are generated in accordance with parameters set by software vendors that do not follow a recognised method of measurement. Furthermore, the accuracy and consistency of data maybe at risk as data are transmitted using different formats (RICS, 2015). A research undertaken in Australia suggested that materials are categorised by unclassified coding systems, so not all building elements are classified under the same code. This again, results in problems with data quality. The research recommended that the formation of a standardised coding system may be required to improve data accuracy and reliability (Kim and Park, 2016). Data generated through the quantification process is very rarely given in a format suitable for pricing (McCuen, 2009). Smith (2016) revealed that the lack of consistent modelling standards leads to QSs having to conform several approaches, which has a negative impact, resulting in inconsistencies and inaccuracies. The use of NRM provides a reliable and consistent approach to cost estimating and the RICS are in the process of developing international standards that conform to a recognised method of measurement as guidance is required to improve BIM implementation (RICS, 2014).
Skills and training

The adoption of BIM has been mandated in the UK since 2016, where all government funded projects must implement BIM procedures (RICS, 2014); however, a survey undertaken by the UK law firm have suggested it is unachievable (Fitzpatrick, 2014). Some construction firms may not be able to financially fund the introduction of BIM within their firms as it involves education and training of their staff members, which requires substantial time and cost commitments from QS firms. The education aspect of BIM maybe assisted by universities teaching graduates the foundation knowledge required before entering the industry (Smith, 2016).

Despite BIM having its benefits, improvement and development is still required for better implementation. It can be argued that through the implementation of BIM, designers should now design to cost. Essentially BIM implementation should provide a rich data model for QSs to form accurate estimates through collaboration and smooth flow of data/information from an early stage. This paper aims to provide a holistic insight into challenges that QSs is faced when implementing BIM within the UK and how they should be incorporated within BIM processes for an effective implementation of 5D BIM.

Research methodology

This study used a qualitative approach conducting 20 face-to-face semi-structured interviews with two groups of ten participants from the West Midlands in the UK. The first group is based in academic environments, which included lecturers and researchers with quantity surveying background and mainly focussing on measurement, estimation, costing and procurement routes. The other ten participants are quantity surveying practitioners who work for contractors or consultancies where majority have used 5D BIM applications (mainly CostX) and very few did not use 5D applications, but are aware of its functionalities and capabilities. It is important to indicate that the participants’ experiences with 5D BIM have differed where, for this research, this will significantly allow the respondents to discuss and explore further issues, which they feel are important (Clifford et al., 2016). This will support stipulating a holistic insight into various gaps, which affect the implementation of 5D BIM both from research and practice perspectives. More importantly, the findings can potentially draw some of the issues, which prevent gaining full potential of 5D BIM benefits in a construction project. The interview questions have commenced by gaining the participants’ perspectives on BIM. It then inquired into BIM and government protocols for the QS profession and finally expectations and challenges when implementing 5D BIM. Data collection was conducted using face-to-face interviews where responses were audio tapped then transcribed. Few respondents were interviewed using the phone and responses were instantly typed. To capture the main findings, authors have identified a number of keywords to draw the key concepts that respond to the gap being tackled in this research. The keywords included BIM, 5D BIM, BIM process and 5D BIM challenges. The findings are structured using thematic analysis, as this will support providing a more robust argument for further implications (Braun and Clarke, 2006). This will also allow emphasising the agreements and potential inconsistencies between the responses received from quantity surveying practitioners and those who are in academia.

As this research seeks to propose a way of better implementation of 5D BIM, the findings resulted from thematic analysis were fed back to most participants and a framework was developed using focus group method. Therefore, two focus group sessions (one for QS practitioners and another for participants from academia) were conducted to gather feedback from the participants within this study to propose an effective way of handling the data/information required prior to the application of 5D BIM. Each focus group included six
to eight participants where the main topics were based on the findings and analysis from the conducted interviews, which are discussed later in the paper (under discussion and practical implications section). Following the responses gathered from the focus group discussions, an approach was recommended to understand the data/information flow for an enhanced implementation of 5D BIM.

**Results and analysis**

For the purpose of clarity, the data gathered using interviews are tabulated where responses are categorised based on both the academic and industry groups. From the interviews, it was found that majority of the academic-based participants have not had experience with 5D BIM or incorporating it as part of the teaching curriculum; hence, most responses are based on their personal experiences and research background. As for the industry-based participant, they elaborated more on the issues they faced when implementing 5D BIM, highlighting challenges and recommendations. Table I contains quotations extracted from the responses on the interviews.

Quantity surveyors’ perspectives on building information modelling

It can be argued that both background and experience have influenced different participants’ perspectives on BIM. Interviewees from the academic-based group claimed that BIM is about engaging with the information and creating a process of collating and inputting information into a building model. This showed that information is occupying the major concern based on those based in academic environments. This could be because of several reasons, which includes the intensity of information that a QS need to handle at an early stage. Another reason is the complex nature of information itself, which must be consistent to establish an effective communication with the clients. This has also been highlighted by academic-based QS who have much awareness of the current challenges that face the implementation of BIM within construction projects. Interviewees from the industry-based group argued that introducing a new process for collaboration and software packages that support generating costs promptly are what makes BIM effective for a construction project. Collaboration was highlighted as a major issue, as QS are often not involved in the BIM process. Also, the anticipation of BIM automated processes to generate rapid results. Based on both groups’ responses, it can be realised that both the process to manage information and BIM applications to generate costs form the QS's top priorities. On a bigger picture, this shows that understanding of BIM in academia and industry requires careful distinction. In academia, teaching BIM follows an information-driven approach whereas in industry, working with BIM requires a process change approach. The “process change” forms a more complex challenge, because it covers people, information and technology. Hence, more collaboration between academia and industry needs to be in place to teach BIM in an effectively more integrated approach that acknowledges information complexity and process change.

Five-dimensional building information modelling for quantity surveying profession

Although, the literature has provided an overview of BIM benefits and issues for QS profession, the findings highlighted further insights into the current application of BIM for QS. A common understanding among both groups (academic and industry based) is the automated nature of BIM applications and how it adds value to the QS profession. The majority of the participants stated that many BIM applications can generate QTOs, which can both save time and allow for further value adding by the QS to a project. Many of the academic-based participants claimed that advanced visualisations should enable a QS to
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspect investigated</th>
<th>Quotations received</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Perspectives on BIM</td>
<td>“managing the information created”; “producing information that enables better delivery of construction project”; “creating a process to manage and exchange information”; “An information management tool”; “Manage variety of data and information in a structured way”; “More like Building Information Management” (academia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIM for the QS profession</td>
<td>“Challenge has been to produce accurate estimations” “Mostly any quantification that can be extracted, which saves time especially during tenders”; “BIM is beneficial in terms of the speed at which early cost estimates can be derived”; “QS must engage with it for it to be beneficial” (academia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Role of Government protocols</td>
<td>“from what I have seen there isn’t much documents out there that give contractors and consultants a good guide line/benchmark, which makes it difficult to know whether what you are doing is ‘correct’ and conforms with requirements whether that be internal or external”; “in order to effectively use quantification a classification system needs to be in place”; “there is a clear oversight with the Publicly Accessible Protocols for estimators”; and “I believe the industry is still playing catch-up with the new technology that’s being proposed” (industry)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Challenges faced when implementing 5D BIM</td>
<td>“teething issues within the software implementation, and changing of working practice”; “Ultimately depends on the person who you’re training”; “integration and upskilling of relevant stakeholders in the process of BIM implementation. With a particular focus and emphasis on the supply chain”; “Architects are normally good with modelling software, however, with QS its new and they need to be trained to use this new software for it to benefit them”; “QS’s have limited understating of the production of a BIM model and how a QS can make full use of the model and the process”; “check if there is sufficient information in the model at the different stages”; “from a constructor’s point of view possibly, if its estimating stage when bidding for a job, the use of the model could be quite helpful, as it would allow them to export schedules do measurements etc. However, it would depend on who drew the model as if its is at the early stages large a mounts of detail could be missing out of the model, so your costs could be way out which means you could potentially lose the job”; “I think it would take a lot” (continued)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table I. Extracted quotations from the interviews conducted with research participants
identify missing information by visually observing the BIM model. However, they highlighted that current level of detail (LoD) might form an obstacle when trying to detect missing information.

Most of the industry-based respondents claimed that 5D BIM needs to be explicitly positioned in terms of information requirements and the involvement of QS at various stages in a project. Reflecting on their practices, they added that they only receive information from the designer and only supply to them what is requested to fulfil the required information for the BIM model. In other words, QS practitioners assume that the BIM process is fundamentally dominated by BIM managers/coordinators who often are the designers. Simultaneously, some academic-based respondents stated the need to establish an information requirement and exchange route to solidify the future place of BIM’s fifth dimension to be more effectively integrated within the BIM process at early stages.

**Implementation challenges of five-dimensional building information modelling**

This section further discusses the challenges faced with implementing 5D BIM. As this section discusses implementation, responses were mainly gathered from the industry-based participants. The first highlighted challenge, which was brought up by most respondents, is the lack of understanding of BIM workflow. They described a lack of training and skills and ambiguous involvement in the BIM process as being the main causes that lead towards poor understanding of BIM workflow. Another identified challenge when implementing 5D BIM is the complexity of identifying missing information from a BIM model. For example, few participants stated that, with a 3D BIM model, missing information is not easily identifiable. They elaborated on this issue by indicting the shortcomings resulting from working in silos and how poor communications can lead to providing inefficient information. Hence, they stated that the involvement of QS within the BIM process at an early stage is crucial and can perhaps avoid various conflicts and potential misleading information. Another challenge raised by the respondents is the clash of, in terms of implementation, between traditional methods and BIM way of work.

Many QS practitioners stated that it becomes nearly impossible to establish a standardised approach when working in BIM environment. They added that this is because
BIM classifies objects as “uniclasses” and generate a bill based on it. However, to provide a well-informed bill, appropriate standards must be used so that it can be communicated effectively and consistently to the client. Hence, many of the respondents stated that, in many projects where BIM was implemented, costs were initially generated using BIM models, but the final bill was prepared traditionally using 2D sketches and PDFs to ensure consistency and reliability of the overall costs. In terms of the future of 5D BIM, it was stated that implementing 5D on previously done projects can be beneficial to recognise and benefits and shortcomings of using the technology. Also, it is important to ensure that all stakeholders within the supply chain of a project are involved to ensure a consistent flow of information. The respondents concluded that 5D BIM is yet to be fully understood, which makes its implementation a major challenge that need to be addressed to gain its full potential within the BIM process (Table II).

**Discussion and practical implications**

*Five-dimensional building information modelling and building information modelling workflow*

Based on the presented findings, it can be stated that understanding BIM workflow is needed to achieve a better resonance of 5D BIM implementation within a construction project. According to Graham (2015) and based on a survey that involved 1,200 people, the importance of perceiving both requirements and understanding of BIM Workflow are essential for better implementation. BIM is currently often used as a tool or software to generate information, which in many instances cannot support the primary objective of a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>QS practitioners</th>
<th>QS academics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Qs’ perspectives on BIM</td>
<td>Introducing a new process for collaboration and software packages that support generating costs promptly are what makes BIM effective for a construction project. Working with BIM requires a process change approach.</td>
<td>BIM is about engaging with the information and creating a process of collating and inputting information into a building model. In academia, teaching BIM follows an information-driven approach.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5D for Quantity Surveying Profession</td>
<td>Many BIM applications can generate QTOs. 5D BIM needs to be explicitly positioned in terms of information requirements and the involvement of QS at various stages in a project. BIM process is fundamentally dominated by BIM Managers/Coordinators who often are the designers.</td>
<td>Advanced visualisations should enable a QS to identify missing information by visually observing the BIM model.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implementation challenges of 5D BIM</td>
<td>Lack of understanding BIM workflow. Complexity of identifying missing information from a 3D BIM model. The clash of implementation method between traditional methods and BIM way of work. Complexity of establishing a standardised approach when working in BIM environment.</td>
<td>Current LOD might form an obstacle when trying to detect missing information. Need to establish an information requirement and exchange route for 5D BIM.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table II. Summary of findings from the QS practitioners vs QS academics with respect to the themes used for analysis.
More importantly, establishing a strategy to effectively communicate decisions amongst different stakeholders can support the BIM process and minimise potential errors (Azhar, 2011). Based on the findings, QSs need to be more engaged with the BIM process collaboratively with the designers. This will allow both enhanced coordination and better collaboration with the designers who seem to be driving the workflow in BIM. Smith (2016) has raised the importance of building a trust relation between the designers and QSs, as often designers share limited versions of their BIM models. This is important, as enhancing this will support realising the value of implementing and minimise errors and possible clashes. Lu et al. (2016) proposed a framework that provides a more accurate solutions for better implementation of 5D BIM. Although it considers many of the fixed and variable costs, and indicating the information needed at various stages, it did not show where a QS can be involved and possible iterations where cost analysis are created at various stages during the development of a BIM model. It can be argued that, with new QSs looking to enter the construction industry, learning about BIM at university level may help to better prepare graduates and improve awareness of the workflow within BIM. For QS’s already in the industry, in-house support maybe required however, this may come at a cost to the firm; hence, research in this direction is desired.

The dilemma of “data/information” in five-dimensional building information modelling

Based on the analysis, “information” can be argued as the major issue facing both the current and future implementation of BIM within the construction industry. Referring back to the findings, on the one hand, most academic-based respondents highlighted that BIM is meant to drive an effective way of collating and managing information from different disciplines. One of the ways of understanding this holistically is the ability to identify the involved stakeholders’ information requirements. Although predominantly because of the nature of construction projects, identifying the necessary information becomes more accurate and useful as the project progresses. Feng et al. (2011) proposed an “information integration sphere” framework, which support the integration of different stakeholders’ roles and responsibilities. One of the primary outcomes from their proposed framework is the production of a data requirements report for each stakeholder, but it did not highlight the challenges resulted from the automated processes within the BIM environment.

The complexity of information requirements differs for each stakeholder within a construction project. Many of the industry-based respondents stressed the sensitivity of the cost element, and the danger of making it BIM process-dependent. Hence, it can be claimed that the implementation of 5D BIM is yet to gain its conceptual domination in representing cost-related aspects within BIM. This is perhaps due to the limitation of cost-related information that can be obtained from a 3D BIM model, which was a highlighted issue by the QS practitioners within the study. Furthermore, reflecting on their industrial experiences and to overcome this limitation, most of the respondents highlighted the need for an approach that links traditional procedures and BIM processes. To illustrate this, Figure 1 the dilemma and complexities related to information within the BIM process. The complexity of this dilemma initiates, prior to the implementation of 5D BIM, from the required information that need to be supplied by the QS/cost manager (Figure 1) to fulfil the required information for the BIM model developed by the designer (BIM manager). This includes specifications, early cost estimates and measurements. However, according to the respondents in this research, they are always influenced by traditional methods and standards when providing the information requirement. Based on the QSs’ traditional practices, the required information often needs additional information (Figure 1), which often are extra details and non-automated information (Figure 1) such as existing standards
(e.g. NRM) by the government. For the QSs, this information is essential to ensure effective cost management after completion of the BIM model.

Because of the nature of construction projects, changes occur on a continuous basis, which results in various versions of BIM models (Figure 1). To produce a cost bill, 5D software application such as CostX, Vicosoftware, etc., is needed. Regardless of the interoperability issues, producing accurate cost bills is influenced by the coordination process between the BIM manager and QSs in terms of providing accurate updates of changes that occur. Hence, according to the participants in this research, the use of 5D BIM is often limited to the early stages, but as the projects progresses, 2D and PDFs are used to produce more accurate bills. A study by Olatunji (2014), suggested the use of Royal Institute of British Architects (RIBA) plan of work to support cost estimation, allocating software applications that support the process throughout all RIBA stages, but the study has limited the view to estimators who only know how to use BIM applications.

**Level of detail to structure cost information**

Based on the previous sections, understanding the nature of information (non-automated and additional) forms a major challenge towards a more effective implementation of 5D BIM technology. Therefore, focus groups were used to gather feedback from the participants within this study to propose an effective way of handling the information that often are complex to be integrated within the BIM process. Two focus group (industry-and academic-based participants) sessions were conducted. Each group was briefed with the analysis presented in the previous section (Figure 1). Although both groups comprised of QSs, their perspectives towards proposing an ideal solution to overcome the complex nature of information were different. The industry-based group was after a solution that can support better implementation of 5D BIM technology, whereas the academic-based group anticipated a structured approach that support better understanding of 5D BIM for the QSs.

As a result, the researchers in this paper, proposed the use of LoD as a way to provide a structured approach for better implementation and understanding of 5D BIM. This is because both LoDs (development and detail) can support understanding both the necessary details and amount of information required (Bedrick, 2013). A recent study by Wood et al. (2014) used LoD

![Figure 1.](image-url)
as a costing mechanism for structural designs and proposed fuzzy algorithms that match BIM objects with cost data.

Use of the proposed level of detail-based approach

The majority of the participants highlighted that design changes and incorporating the government standards are the biggest challenges faced when working with BIM. Collaboratively, a framework (Figure 2) was proposed that support situating both design changes and standards with respect to the LoD. It is important to indicate that the proposed approach may slightly differ depending on the procurement route. For the purpose of this paper, traditional route was used as an example to demonstrate use of the proposed approach. It can be claimed that the proposed approach can support providing better opportunity for QSs to involved in the process and a more structured method to understand the flow of information. From Figure 2, 5D will be implemented in three levels (Table III): 5D 01, 5D 02 and 5D 03.

In 5D 01, a continuous communication should take place between the QS and BIM manager. At this level, the QS’s involvement will be, followed by the conceptual BIM model by the BIM manager, in terms of providing cost analysis (QTOs) for high-level elements especially structural, mechanical, electrical and plumbing elements and building envelope as part of the architectural elements. At this stage, the QS ensures that the right specifications and measurements for the high elements have taken place before the construction phase. This will support avoiding the production of heavy BIM models, easier detection of changes in 5D software applications and quicker cost analysis from the BIM model.

In 5D 02, followed by confirmation of the high-level elements, the standardisation process begins where the QS starts to align the high-level elements with the government standards (NRM 2). At this level, followed by the standardisation of high-level elements, the BIM manager begins to add more details to the model, which implies that an updated cost analysis (CA 04) will be produced. It is important to indicate that changes should be to the minimal at this level, as this will be during the construction phase.

In 5D 03, which should take place at an advanced point during the construction phase, after agreeing the fixed furniture and equipment elements, second phase of the standardisation process takes place. At this stage, the participants stated that importance of incorporating standards related to post-construction phase such as NRM 3 (quantification of...
It is important to indicate that, in addition to the standards proposed in Table III, other classification systems could be incorporated such as OmniClass Construction Classification system, ICE CESMM, SMM7, MasterFormat and UniFormat. In a recent study, RICS (2014) stated that it is important to establish a broader vision and behavioural changes from all stakeholders to collaborate on the BIM platform with a need for an effective system and industrial approach. Thus, it is anticipated that the proposed LoD-based approach in this paper can potentially support overcoming both the challenges for implementing 5D BIM effectively and more significantly, add another foundation on establishing an approach that benefit both industry and academic establishments in understanding BIM.

Application of the level of detail-based approach for quantity surveyors
To understand the application of the LoD-based approach (Figure 2), an interactive workshop was organised to gain the participants’ insights in terms of how it tackles the issues they highlighted within the study. The workshop commenced by providing a brief of the proposed approach, its aim and who can benefit from it. This was then followed by a series of questions (Table IV), which touched upon the problems/concerns highlighted in Table II.

Conclusion and future work
This study provided a way for better implementation of 5D BIM technology from the QSs’ perspective. The literature showed that there are many challenges faced with relation to 5D BIM in the construction industry, which mainly related to design detailing, standardisation and skills required. Although there are recent studies that highlights 5D BIM challenges, most of these studies provided recommendations, which do not incorporate the QSs’ perspectives. In-depth interviews were conducted with QSs from maintenance work) and SFG20 (planned maintenance work), as this will be beneficial to maintain longer-term value and reduce future costs.
practice and academia to gain a holistic understanding of 5D BIM and how it can be improved. Analysis showed that there is a lack of understanding of the position of a QS within the BIM workflow and incorporating the information they require than the information required by the model are the main challenges facing the implementation of 5D BIM. LoD was suggested to provide a structured BIM-based solution for better implementation of 5D BIM technology. Using focus groups, LoD-based approach was proposed to provide a structured and practical approach to understand the implementation of 5D BIM more effectively. An interactive workshop was then organised to discuss and validate the proposed approach where participants indicated that it

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Questions</th>
<th>Participants’ responses (both industry- and academic-based)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q1: Does the proposed approach provide better means for collaboration?</td>
<td>It perhaps emphasises the role and importance of the QS more explicitly within the process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>It provides a softer approach to adapt to change especially for those who are used to traditional methods.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>It can act as foundation platform for QSs to understand integrated delivery in construction projects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I think that it simplifies understanding the basic mechanism of 5D BIM, so that students can perhaps appreciate the value of BIM.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2: Does the proposed approach provide an improved way to understand and perceive 5D BIM?</td>
<td>I think for us as QSs, it provides a structured way of communication, so that we can make better use of 5D BIM.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>It allows seeing how the cost element evolves over the lifecycle of the project especially at early stages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The use of LODs, which is the underlying visualisation evolvement of 3D models in BIM can make us appreciate the value of 5D BIM.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I think that the proposed approach has simplified understanding where the real value and limitation of 5D BIM can be.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Many QSs are resistant to change, especially that most of them still prefer the use of 2D drawings and Dim papers, but this proposed approach can actually act as a pathway to appreciate the value of BIM, but more importantly recognise its value within the process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I think that the proposed approach illustrate a better appreciation of 3D models and how they can be useful for QSs, as currently they are not the most preferred basis that are used for costing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The proposed approach provide the opportunity for the QSs to control the extent of relying on 5D BIM to generate costs. This can be tested on larger projects, so that the usefulness and effectiveness of the approach can be tested.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The cost element is quite sensitive, hence, it goes through many iterations as the 3D model evolves and having to do 5D BIM at various levels provide better recognition of missing data/information requirements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>We tend to request a lot of information, which often creates additional work as the design progresses, hence with this LoD-based approach, we can minimise potential conflicts and have a more structured approach.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>One of the main struggles that 5D BIM software packages need to improve is standardising the produced cost bills like the use of NRM1 or NRM2. I think that proposed approach can support recognising the potential inaccuracies through overcoming doing 5D BIM at various levels.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>QSs tend to tackle the cost-related information differently and I think, especially with BIM, it is very important to have a clear way of understanding the flow of information, which this proposed approach can actually support.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The procurement route is a key to actually decide the effectiveness of this proposed approach, but I think doing 5D BIM at different levels can actually simplify tackling potential complexities that may arise depending on the procurement route.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
provides an improved way of understanding data/information flow, better means for collaboration between the designers and QSs, early detection of missing information from 3D models and a way to incorporate industry standards. Future studies seek to implement the proposed approach and gaining further insights into its limitations within different procurement routes.
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